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R emaking a classic can 
be a risky endeavor, 
but Venice’s beloved 
Gritti Palace (rooms 
from about $625 

a night, Campo Santa Maria del 
Giglio) has emerged better than 
ever following a 15-month, $55 mil-
lion makeover. In a city famous for 
legendary hotels  — Cipriani, the 
Danieli and the Bauer, among them 
— the Gritti’s singular romantic 
allure has attracted generations 
of the famous, from Humphrey 
Bogart and Sophia Loren to Queen 
Elizabeth and Angelina Jolie. “The 
Gritti Palace is one of the most 
beautiful and romantic hotels in  
the world,” says Letty Aronson, 
sister of Woody Allen and producer 
of Allen’s Everyone Says I Love You, 
part of which was filmed in Suite 
116, now the Hemingway suite, a 
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tribute to another frequent guest. 
Chuck Chewning, creative direc-

tor at Connectictut-based design 
firm Donghia, was charged with 
rejuvenating while at the same time 
preserving the charming intimacy 
of the Gothic palazzo, built by the 
Pisani family in 1475 before becom-
ing the private residence of the 
Doge of Venice, Andrea Gritti, in 
1525. It was Gritti’s long history 
as a grand residence that guided 
Chewning, who treated the project 
more like a home than a hotel.

His sensitive redo includes the 
historic Longhi Bar, which lov-
ingly has been restored rather than 
remade. original etched mirrored 
panels still shimmer with reflections 
of the Grand Canal, paintings by 
18th century Venetian master Pietro 
Longhi have been returned to their 
rightful spot by the bar, and the 
terrazzo marble floors, devastated 
by decades of flooding, have been 
reproduced by hand. (flooding no 
longer is a concern as the renovation 
included a new hydraulic system 

that diverts rising waters into 
subterranean tanks.)

Chewning relished digging 
through historical archives of 
the illustrious Venetian tex-
tile house Rubelli, Donghia’s 
parent company. The brocade 
that lines some guestroom 
walls was taken from an 18th 

century Venetian gown, while 
a 17th century damask was 

reproduced for the Explorer’s 
Library, a formerly neglected space 

transformed into a secluded seating 
area accented with antique naviga-
tional instruments.

on the roof, the Gritti breaks 

from historical reverence with a 
decidedly contemporary terrace 
spanning more than 2,600 square 
feet on multiple levels with pan-
oramic views. It’s a unique setting 
for a private alfresco dinner or 
cocktail party, and the terrace con-
nects by circular staircase to the 
Redentore Terrazza Suite, an attic 
apartment decorated with frescoes 
and Rubelli silks.

The Gritti isn’t the only act caus-
ing ripples on the canals. Aman 
Resorts just made its Venice debut 
with the opening of the Aman Canal  
Grande (rooms from about $1,300; 
Calle Tiepolo 1364), a 24-suite hotel 
located in the Palazzo Papadopoli, a 
painstakingly restored 16th cen-
tury gem located in the San Polo 
district. Designer Jean-Michel 
Gathy contrasted the structure’s 
elaborate rococo plasterwork and 
vibrant restored frescoes, some by 
Giovanni Battista Tiepolo, with 
minimalist furnishings to accentu-
ate the extravagant architectural 
details. In addition to a spa, library, 
game room and other private spaces 
accessible only to guests, Aman 
junkies will relish the property’s  
two verdant gardens — rare 
Venetian havens for contemplation 
and alfresco dining. — LAuRie KAhLe

1 Leather and suede striped Gommini driving  
shoe by Tod’s; $525, at Tod’s boutique, Beverly hills
2 Fluorescent tassel leather driving shoe by Barneys  

New York Co-Op; $255, at Barneys New York, Beverly hills
3 Suede driving shoe with contrast rubber-studded  

sole by Paul Smith Shoes & Accessories; $460, mrporter.com
4 Calfskin boat moccasin by Salvatore 

Ferragamo; $480, at Salvatore Ferragamo, Beverly hills
5 Textured leather driving shoe by Prada; $580,  

at Saks Fifth Avenue, Beverly hills
6 Leather horsebit driving shoe by Gucci; $460, gucci.com

ai gondolieri
Chic, black-clad local 
Guggenheim museum 
staffers utilize this 
unfussy, homey joint with 
a classic Venetian menu 
as their de facto canteen.  
Order the radicchio 
risotto. Dorsoduro 366, 
+39 041-5286396

alle testiere
Gorge on chef Bruno 
Gavagnin’s simple, retro 
dishes, such as razor 
clams tossed in garlic and 
olive oil or spaghetti  
alle vongole, at this 
22-seat closet of a cafe. 
Calle del Mondo Nuovo, 
+39 0415227220

antiche Carampane
Proprietor Piera 
Bortoluzzi Librai doesn’t 
even own a freezer but 
cooks up whatever she 
finds at the market. Try 
the fritto misto. Nigella 
Lawson is a fan. Rio 
Tera delle Carampane,  
+39 041 524 0165

da arturo
For a break from seafood, 
pit-stop at the meat-
focused trattoria Da 
Arturo. it long has been 
a favorite of Joel Silver, 
who’s had the staff cook 
for him at home in  
L.A. Calle degli Assassini, 
+39 041 528 6974

Lineadombra
Located on a pontoon 
near the Redentore 
church, it offers takes 
on Venice’s fish-heavy 
heritage, such as sea 
bass cooked in a salt 
crust. Ponte dell’umilta, 
Dorsoduro, +39 041 241 
1881 — MARK eLLWOOD

Lineadombra
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1. The Gritti Palace (left) is 
located across the Grand 
Canal from the Santa Maria 
della Salute church.  
2. The hotel’s Coppa Volpi 
suite on the first floor 
references the film festival’s 
best actor trophy, won in  
2012 by Joaquin Phoenix and 
Philip Seymour Hoffman for 
their work in The Master. 
Scenes from award-winning 
films can be viewed on the 
room’s 55-inch BeoVision 7 
entertainment system with 
Blu-ray and BeoLab speakers. 
3. The Palace’s Donghia 
Patron Grand Canal Suite.

The Piano Nobile dining room at the Aman.
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dining room: courtesy of aman resorts. gritti palace: courtesy of subject (3). restaurant: linea d’ombra.
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t R aV e L - S I Z e D 
G L a m O u R  k I t

1 AGE-DEFYING DUO 
Anti-Aging eye and 

Lip Perfection a Porter 
compact with eye  

cream-gel and lip balm  
by La Prairie; $150  

(available in September), 
at Saks Fifth Avenue,  

Beverly hills

2 BANISH FRIZZ 
impermeable Anti-

humidity finishing spray 
for hair (2.2 oz) by Oribe; 

$19.50, at Space NK, 
Brentwood Country Mart 

3 IN-FLIGHT TREATMENT 
Benefiance Pure Retinol 

instant eye Mask  
Anti-Wrinkles by Shiseido; 

$62.50 (includes  
12 packets), at Saks Fifth 

Avenue, Beverly hills 

4 SUNSCREEN
ultrasensitive lightly 
tinted SPF 30 (1.7 oz)  

by Dermalogica;  
$40, dermalogica.com

5 RECHARGE
Sugar-free citrus energy 

Bubbles with B vitamins, 
ginseng, green tea and 

caffeine by David Kirsch; 
$40 for 10, at Space NK, 
Brentwood Country Mart

6 FRESHEN UP
Aquatic Mint toothpaste 

by Marvis; $10.50,  
bigelowchemists.com

7 POP OF COLOR
intense Nail Lacquer in 

Camelia and Bougainville 

by Dolce & Gabbana; 
$24 each, at Saks Fifth 
Avenue, Beverly hills

8 CAMERA-READY 
Tortoise glasses by 

Prada; $310, at Barneys 
New York, Beverly hills

9 RETRO RED LIPS
Rouge ecstasy lipstick in 
shade No. 400 by Giorgio 
Armani; $32, at Neiman 

Marcus, Beverly hills
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3. A pink baroque villa perched  
5,400 feet above sea level with views 
of the Ionian Sea, Sicily’s Monaci delle 
Terre Nere (rooms from $280, Via 
Monaci) has undergone a five-year 
restoration of its eight rooms.  
Guests can hike around nearby Mount 
Etna (the volcano was just named  
a UNESCO World Heritage Site).
4. The nuns who lived in Monastero 
Santa Rosa (rooms from $733, via 
Roma 2) in the 17th century might  
find it alarming that their formerly 
sparse cells have been converted into 
20 sumptuous rooms, but surely  
they would approve of the landscape 
architect. Tiziano Giangiulio, who  
also designed those at the Vatican,  
is behind the dazzling tiered gardens. 
The white stone hotel, perched on  
a cliff, looks down on a fishing village 
15 minutes from Amalfi.

1. Carved into the cliffs above the  
Bay of Salerno on the Amalfi Coast, the 
renovated Hotel Santa Caterina 
(rooms from $950, 9 S.S. Amalfitana) 
still is run by the family that opened 
it in 1904. It now boasts 66 rooms  
and the famed Beach Club, accessed via 
glass elevators that whisk guests  
past terraced gardens.
2. Located on the small Sicilian island of 
Salina, Villa Giulietta ($15,700 a week, 
thinksicily.com) accommodates 10  
in its simply decorated rooms and offers 
a pool, gardens and seaview terraces.
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The Perfect Pre- or Postfest Getaway
head south for a break from Venice’s glitz at one of these five new or renovated relaxation havens, including 

the luxury spot in Puglia where Justin Timberlake got married, a transformed former nunnery on the Amalfi Coast  
and   a baroque Sicilian villa where the hiking trails lead to Mount etna by Ken Scrudato and Leslie Van Buskirk

Hotel Santa 
Caterina

Amalfi, Salerno 
Province

Monaci delle Terre Nere Estate
Zafferana Etnea, Sicily

Monastero Santa  
Rosa Hotel and Spa
Conca Dei Marini,  
Salerno Province

Villa Giulietta
Salina, Sicily

Borgo Egnazia Hotel
Fasano, Brindisi Province

5. Resembling a fairy-tale stone village, Borgo 
Egnazia (rooms from $545, Savelletri di Fasano) 
— located in the Puglia region on the heel of Italy’s 
“boot” — served as the backdrop for the Justin 
Timberlake-Jessica Biel wedding in fall 2012 and 
boasts 91 rooms and villas, tennis, golf and three 
restaurants (including La Frasca, pictured). For  
a more intimate experience, the owners have 
/just opened San Domenico a Mare (from $2,590),  
a four-suite retreat in a 17th century watchtower.
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even though celebs are floated fabulously through the fest in private 
boats, they’re under prying lenses when getting into and out of the 
slippery seafaring vehicles. Sure, they wear heels at night, but as 
stylist Jeanann Williams, who dressed Naomi Watts in 2012, confides, 
“During the day, Naomi wears flat sandals on the go.” Translation: 
Nobody wants to be seen on a dock, flat on their ass, in the next 
paparazzi pic. Thus, flats are ubiquitous. Kate hudson, Keira Knightley 
and Jessica Chastain have donned them, making their day looks more 
casual, even nautical. it all adds up to seeing stars in a more natural 
state, if there is such a thing at a film festival. “i’m planning looks with 
flats right now for a new client for expressly that purpose: slippage 
and sliding,” says stylist elizabeth Stewart, who works with Cate 
Blanchett and Amanda Seyfried. “We nixed a crystal gown because it 
would be too hard to get out of a boat in.” Among the best flats for 
fall are Alexander McQueen’s purple patents and Christian Louboutin’s 
studded cap-toe Geo, both at Saks.com. — MeRLe GiNSBeRG

W h y  V e n I c e  I S  m a D  F O R  F L at S

Venice Festival Preview: Old World Meets New
G oN D oL I E R S ,  M A N You R oA R S .  T H E WoR L D’ S oL DE S T f I L M f E S T I VA L 

I S I N T R oDuC I NG NoV E L T W I S T S — A 3D S A N DR A Bu L L o C K P IC, 
V I RT uA L S C R E E N I NG S — A S T H E fA L L f I L M-f E S T SE A S oN GE T S u N DE RWAY
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Watts wore sandals by Coach at last 
year’s fest. Inset: Louboutin’s flat.

1. Lean, arm outstretched, directed 
Hepburn on the set.
2. The actress, who would be 
nominated for an Academy Award for 
her role, took in the city.
3. Hepburn in a scene filmed in 
Piazza San Marco, with Brazzi in 
the background.
4. Hepburn on holiday in Venice before 
shooting began. She later claimed 
a scene in which she falls into a canal 
gave her a lingering eye infection. 
5. Hepburn and Brazzi during a break 
between setups.
6. Hepburn’s Jane Hudson gets ready 
for a date in the film.
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Kate Hepburn’s 
Summertime Fling

in David Lean’s 1955 love letter to the city, the actress threw 
herself into the part of a tourist who finds romance on a dream vacation

It was a very emotional part, and I tell you I had to be on my toes,” Katharine 
Hepburn would recall of filming 1955’s Summertime for director David Lean on 
location in Venice. The actress, then 48, played a lonely middle-aged woman 

from Akron, Ohio, who falls in love with an antique-shop owner, portrayed by Rossano 
Brazzi, only to return, however reluctantly, to her former life. Lean treated the City 
of Bridges, with its wandering canals and hidden passageways, as if it were as big a 
star as his two lead actors. As Hepburn later wrote, “He seemed to me to simply 
absorb Venice.” — G.K.

T H E Qu I N T E S SE N T I A L V E N IC E MoV I E

theorem: courtesy of venice film festival. gravity: courtesy of warner bros. pictures. hepburn on set, on boat, at bistro, pedicure: courtesy of everett collection. hepburn 
in hat: popperfoto/getty images. brazzi with suitcases: hulton archive/getty images. watts: gareth cattermole/getty images. shoe: courtesy of saks fifth avenue.

The Venice film festival, 
the world’s oldest 
celebration of cinema, 

turns 70 this year. But it’s not 
resting on its laurels. “It’s a 
highly competitive business,” 
says artistic director Alberto 
Barbera of Venice’s place on 
the festival circuit. “You have 
to innovate continually or risk 
becoming irrelevant.” With 
that in mind, the 2013 edition, 
which runs Aug. 28 to Sept. 7, 
is pulling out the stops.

➻ 3d “We open with a 3D 
film and close with one since 
this seems to be the direction 
things are going,” says Barbera. 
The curtain-raiser is the world 
premiere of Alfonso Cuaron’s 
lost-in-space feature Gravity, 
starring Sandra Bullock  
and George Clooney. (The actor 
always is welcome in Venice, 
where he has won awards  
for 2011’s The Ides of March and 
2005’s Good Night, and Good 
Luck.) And it will close with 

Thierry Ragobert’s Amazonia, 
about a monkey raised in cap-
tivity that is released into the 
rain forest.

➻ world premieres Venice 
always has insisted that nearly 
all of the films in its competi-
tion are world premieres, and 
this year’s festivalgoers will be 
the first to see both Stephen 
frears’ Philomena, starring 
Judi Dench as a woman search-
ing for the son she gave up for 
adoption, and Terry Gilliam’s 
The Zero Theorem, about a com-
puter hacker searching for the 
meaning of human existence. 
“I’ve always loved coming 
to Venice, a beautiful and 
wonderful city,” says Gilliam. 
“I like to think of my film sur-
rounded by all the gondolas 
and the sinking palazzos.”

➻ Virtual screenings Can’t 
make it to the Lido? Expanding 
an initiative begun in 2012, the 
movies in the Horizons sidebar, 
which focuses on new trends 

in filmmaking — for example, 
director Agnes B.’s Je m’appelle 
Hmmm … — will stream on 
the festival’s website. A limited 
number of tickets for the vir-
tual screenings will be available 
for €4 (about $5.50) each on 
the site.

➻ docs for the first time,
the festival is including  
documentaries in its competi-
tion selection. on tap are  
Errol Morris’ The Unknown 
Known: The Life and Times of 
Donald Rumsfeld, a portrait  
of President George W.  
Bush’s controversial secretary  
of defense, and Gianfranco  
Rosi’s Sacro GRA, which  
looks at the highway that 
circles Rome. — GReGG KiLDAY

Christoph Waltz (in black) in  
Gilliam’s The Zero Theorem. Inset: 
Bullock and Clooney in Gravity.


